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Abstract
In the present work we present the full treatment of scalar and vector cosmolog-
ical perturbations in a non-singular bouncing universe in the context of metric f(R)
cosmology. Scalar metric perturbations in f(R) cosmology were previously calcu-
lated in the Jordan frame, in the present paper we successfully use the Einstein
frame to calculate the scalar metric perturbations where the cosmological bounce
takes place in the Jordan frame. The Einstein frame picture presented corrects and
completes a previous calculation of scalar perturbations and adds new information.
Behavior of fluid velocity potential and the pure vector fluid velocity terms are
elaborately calculated for the first time in f(R) cosmology for a bouncing universe
in presence of exponential gravity. It is shown that the vector perturbations can
remain bounded and almost constant during the non-singular bounce in f(R) grav-
ity unlike general relativistic models where we expect the vector perturbations to
be growing during the contracting phase and decaying during the expanding phase.
The paper shows that the Einstein frame can be used for calculation of scalar and
vector metric perturbations in a bouncing universe for most of the cases except the
case of asymmetric non-singular bounces.
1 Introduction
Though inflation[1, 2] has been tremendously successful in solving most of the problems
of the standard big bang cosmology, the issue of singularity and trans-Planckian prob-
lem still remains [3, 4, 5]. A possible solution to the above mentioned problems is to
consider the existence of non-singular bouncing cosmologies [6, 7, 8, 9, 10], in which the
universe goes from a contracting phase to an expanding one through bounce without any
singularity. Non-singular bounce also addresses the horizon and flatness problem[8]. If
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one does not want to introduce some exotic matter components in a 3-dimensionally flat
Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) spacetime then a way of realizing bounce
is modifying general relativity (GR) [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. It is conjectured that GR
may not be the unique, correct theory of gravity to describe geometry of space-time when
the curvature scale is high. Modifications of the Einstein-Hilbert gravitational action by
higher order curvature invariants is done in very strong gravity regimes, such as in very
early universe. At high curvature limits, when bounce happens, modifications to GR is
expected. In this paper we study perturbations in a bouncing cosmology where the theory
of gravity is given by metric f(R) theory. The f(R) paradigm is important as various
models of inflation and late time acceleration of the universe can be modelled on f(R)
gravity theories. Current observation has detected a cosmic acceleration starting after the
matter domination. Modified gravity theories [17, 18, 19, 20] have been used to explain
this late time acceleration of the universe. Although f(R) gravity [21] [22] is only one
amongst the many modified gravity models, but it is one of the simplest modifications of
GR which can tackle various cosmological problems.
It is known that f(R) theory of gravity can be analyzed [13, 23, 24] in two conformal
frames; the Jordan frame and the Einstein frame. In Jordan frame the theory is a higher
derivative theory, because higher than two order of time derivatives appear in the field
equation. The Jordan frame field equation is obtained by varying the f(R) action with
respect to the metric tensor [23]. In f(R) cosmology is is assumed that the problem of
cosmological dynamics is fundamentally posed in the Jordan frame although one can work
the cosmological dynamics also in the Einstein frame using the conformal transformation
connecting the frames. An advantage of working in the Einstein frame is that the theory
of gravity becomes GR and known techniques of GR evolution can be applied in the
Einstein frame. One can always transform back to the Jordan frame after calculating
cosmological dynamics in the Einstein frame. In previous studies this was the method
followed [13]. Einstein frame description of f(R) is GR with an added scalar field that
is minimally coupled to gravity and non-minimally coupled to matter. Einstein frame
description of f(R) gravity provides easier ways to tackle many problems in f(R) gravity.
There have been many attempts to realize bounce in various f(R) gravity models
[15] [12]. It was pointed out in [16] that exponential f(R) theory might be a good
candidate theory which supports a bounce in flat FLRW metric. We will, hence, deal with
exponential f(R) gravity in this paper. The present work deals with scalar and vector
perturbations in a bouncing universe guided by exponential gravity, the bounce takes
place in the Jordan frame. The perturbations have been calculated in both the Jordan
and Einstein frames and then the results are matched to gain insight into the nature of the
conformal correspondence of the two frames. It has been shown that the Einstein frame
can be used for the calculation of scalar cosmological perturbations for symmetric bounce
in the Jordan frame. The conformal correspondence fails for asymmetrical bounces in
the Jordan frame. No such difficulties arise for vector perturbations where the Einstein
frame can be safely used for all the calculations in a much easier way. A part of scalar
metric perturbation calculation in the Einstein frame was incompletely presented in an
earlier work Ref. [13] where the authors did not take into account the role of fluid velocity
potential. In the present work we specify the complete and correct way of calculation
of the scalar metric perturbations in a bouncing universe using the Einstein frame. We
present the full nature of the scalar perturbations and the dynamics of the fluid velocity
potential during a cosmological bounce. The next part of the paper shows the nature
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of vector metric perturbations during a non-singular bounce. In f(R) cosmology the
vector perturbations remains almost constant during the bounce which differs from GR
results where the vector perturbations generally increases during the contraction phase
[25]. Throughout the paper the role of the Einstein frame as an important frame for
calculations has been emphasized. The issue about tensor perturbations in a bouncing
universe will be addressed in a future work.
The material in the paper is presented in the following manner. The next section
presents the background cosmological evolution in both the Jordan frame and Einstein
frame. It also specifies the conformal transformation relating these frames. Section 3
introduces the scalar metric perturbations in both the frames. The Jordan frame result
is first calculated and next the Einstein frame results are presented. The results of scalar
perturbations are calculated for both a symmetric and asymmetric bounce in the Jordan
frame. The topic of vector perturbations is taken up in section 4. The next and the last
section concludes the present work with a brief summary of the results obtained.
2 Field equations of f (R) gravity
In the following we work with the spatially flat maximally symmetric FLRW metric given
by
ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)dx2 (1)
where t is the cosmological time, x is the comoving spatial coordinates and a(t) is the
scale-factor of the universe. In the domain of general relativity it is well known that a
bouncing solution is possible only for spatially positively curved FLRW universe, if we
do not want to include any exotic matter component in the scenario. But in metric f(R)
gravity and as shown in some previous works[13, 14], it is possible to have bouncing
solution in spatially flat FLRW universe without invoking any exotic matter component
for certain f(R) theories, simplest of which being the R + αR2 gravity with a negative
α. The reason is that the extra curvature induced energy density and pressure terms can
indeed produce the bouncing conditions. In this section we present the field equations
in Jordan and Einstein frame respectively. We will later apply the formalism to study
classical cosmological bounce phenomena [9].
2.1 The relevant cosmological equations in Jordan and Einstein
frames
The modified Friedmann equations for f(R) theory in the Jordan frame are given as [23]:
3H2 =
κ
F (R)
ρeff , (2)
3H2 + 2H˙ = − κ
F (R)
Peff , (3)
where H is the conventional Hubble parameter defined as H ≡ a˙/a and the constant
κ = 8piG where G is the universal gravitational constant. In the above equations
F (R) ≡ df(R)
dR
. (4)
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The dot specifies a derivative with respect to cosmological time t. The effective energy
density, ρeff , and pressure, Peff , are defined as:
ρeff ≡ ρ+ ρcurv , Peff ≡ P + Pcurv , (5)
where ρcurv and Pcurv are given by
ρcurv ≡ RF − f
2κ
− 3HR˙FR(R)
κ
, (6)
Pcurv ≡ R˙
2FRR + 2HR˙FR + R¨FR
κ
− RF − f
2κ
, (7)
which are curvature induced energy-density and pressure. In the above equations the
subscript R specifies derivatives with respect to the Ricci scalar R. The curvature induced
thermodynamic variables exists in absence of any hydrodynamic matter. The conventional
ρ and P are defined through
Tµν = (ρ+ P )uµuν + Pgµν , (8)
which has the information of hydrodynamic matter. In this article we assume the fluid to
be barotropic so that its equation of state is
P = ωρ , (9)
where ω is a constant and its value is zero for dust and one-third for radiation. It must
be noted that uµ in Eq. (8) is the 4-velocity of a fluid element and uµu
µ = −1 .
One can make a conformal transformation on the system of equations in the Jordan
frame to recast the problem in the Einstein frame. The Einstein frame version of the
cosmological dynamics sometimes becomes relatively easy to manage as in this version
one deals with the known Einstein equations. The Einstein frame description of f(R)
gravity is obtained by the following conformal transformation,
g˜µν = F (R)gµν , (10)
and simultaneously defining a new scalar field φ as
φ =
√
3
2κ
lnF (R) . (11)
This scalar field plays an important role in the Einstein frame. The conformally trans-
formed line element in the Einstein frame is
ds˜2 = −dt˜2 + a˜2dx2 , (12)
where the time coordinate, t˜, and the scale factor, a˜, in the Einstein frame are related to
their corresponding Jordan frame terms via the relations
dt˜ =
√
F (R) dt and a˜(t) =
√
F (R) a(t) . (13)
Using these transformations one can formulate the gravitational dynamics of f(R) gravity
in the Einstein frame in presence of matter and the scalar field φ acting as sources. The
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energy-momentum tensor in the Einstein frame, which is related to T µν in the Jordan
frame, turns out to be
T˜µν = (ρ˜+ P˜ )u˜µu˜ν + P˜ g˜µν , (14)
where ρ˜ = ρ/F 2(R), P˜ = P/F 2(R) and u˜µ =
√
F (R)uµ. In the Einstein frame g˜
µν u˜µu˜ν =
−1. Except T˜ µν , the energy-momentum tensor for the scalar field also acts as source of
curvature in the Einstein frame and it is given as
Sµν = ∂αφ∂νφg˜
αµ − δµνL(φ) , (15)
where the scalar field Lagrangian is
L(φ) = 1
2
∂αφ∂βφg˜
αβ + V (φ) . (16)
The scalar field potential in the Einstein frame turns out to be
V (φ) =
RF − f
2κF 2
, (17)
where one has to express R = R(φ), from Eq. (11) by inverting it, and then express V (φ)
as an explicit function of φ. From the form of Sµν one can write
S00 ≡ ρφ =
1
2
(
dφ
dt˜
)2
+ V (φ) , Sii ≡ Pφ =
1
2
(
dφ
dt˜
)2
− V (φ) , (18)
where the scalar field φ is assumed to be a function of time only. The total energy-
momentum tensor responsible for gravitational effects in the Einstein frame is T˜ µν + S
µ
ν
which is a mixed tensor with only diagonal components.
The time coordinate, t, and the Hubble parameter, H, in the the Jordan frame are
related to the time coordinate, t˜, and Hubble parameter H˜(≡ 1
a˜
da˜
dt˜
), in the Einstein frame
via the relations:
t˜ =
∫ t
t0
√
F (R)dt′ , H =
√
F
(
H˜ −
√
κ
6
dφ
dt˜
)
. (19)
As we will be interested mainly in bouncing cosmologies t0 will be set to zero. The
instant t0 = 0 is the bouncing time in the Jordan frame. The Einstein frame description
of cosmology can be tackled like FLRW spacetime in presence of a fluid and a scalar
field. The presence of the Scalar field potential V (φ) gives one a pictorial understanding
of the physical system which is lacking in the Jordan frame. Seeing the nature of the
potential and the initial conditions of the problem one gets a hint about the possible time
development of the system. The time evolution of the scalar field in the Einstein frame
is dictated by the equation
d2φ
dt˜2
+ 3H˜
dφ
dt˜
+
dV
dφ
=
√
κ
6
(1− 3ω)ρ˜ , (20)
where the equation of state of the fluid in the Jordan frame is P = ωρ. It is interesting to
note that the equation of state of the fluid remains the same in the Einstein frame. The
evolution of the energy density in the Einstein frame is given by
dρ˜
dt˜
+
√
κ
6
(1− 3ω)ρ˜dφ
dt˜
+ 3H˜ρ˜(1 + ω) = 0 . (21)
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The above two equations dictate the time evolution of ρ˜ and φ in the Einstein frame. To
generate proper bouncing solution from the above two equations one requires the values
of only two quantities at the bouncing time, they are φ(t˜0),
(
dφ
dt˜
)
t˜0
, the other parameters
are determined from these two at the bouncing time[13]. In general for a flat FLRW
spacetime these two values of the respective quantities are enough to solve the whole
system in the Einstein frame. The expression of the Hubble parameter and its rate of
change in the Einstein frame are given as
H˜2 =
κ
3
(ρφ + ρ˜) , (22)
dH˜
dt˜
= −κ
2
[(
dφ
dt˜
)2
+
4
3
ρ˜
]
. (23)
3 Scalar cosmological perturbations in f (R) gravity
Scalar perturbation in the cosmological framework, mainly related to inflation, has been
widely studied [26, 27, 28, 29]. In this section we discuss the evolution of scalar cosmo-
logical perturbation through a bounce in f(R) gravity both in Jordan frame and Einstein
frame. For the sake of comparison, it is better to use the conformal time η, since by
definition it is invariant under a conformal transformation, dη = dt/a(t) = dt˜/a˜(t˜). The
most general form of the line element in the Jordan frame is:
ds2 = a(η)2[−(1 + 2χ)dη2 + 2B,idxidη + ((1− 2ψ)δij + 2E,ij)dxidxj] . (24)
Here χ, B, ψ and E are functions of space and time. The subscript(s) preceded by a
comma specifies partial derivatives. The corresponding expression in Einstein frame for
the perturbed spacetimes is:
ds˜2 = (F + δF )ds2 = a˜(η)2[−(1 + 2χ˜)dη2 + 2B˜,idxidη+ ((1− 2ψ˜)δij + 2E˜,ij)dxidxj], (25)
where henceforth F stands for the unperturbed value of df/dR. The scale-factors are still
related via the relation specified in Eq. (13). The scalar metric perturbation functions in
the two frames are related via [24],
χ˜ = χ+
δF
2F
, and ψ˜ = ψ − δF
2F
, (26)
B˜ = B , and E˜ = E . (27)
In Jordan frame the gauge-invariant variables are:
Φ = χ+
1
a
[(B − E ′)a)]′ , Ψ = ψ − a
′
a
(B − E ′) . (28)
The corresponding gauge-invariant variables, in the Einstein frame, are:
Φ˜ = χ˜+
1
a˜
[(B˜ − E˜ ′)a˜)]′ = Φ + δF
(gi)
2F
, Ψ˜ = ψ˜ − a˜
′
a˜
(B˜ − E˜ ′) = Ψ− δF
(gi)
2F
, (29)
where δF (gi) = (∂F/∂R)δR(gi). The gauge invariant perturbation of a scalar quantity q
is [28], δq(gi) ≡ δq + q′(B − E ′) . Here the primes stand for derivatives with respect to
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conformal time. Assuming the perturbation in the matter sector in Jordan frame to be
such that
δP (gi) − c2sδρ(gi) = 0 , (30)
where c2s = δP/δρ one can derive the relation between P˜
(gi) and ρ˜(gi) in the Einstein frame
as
δP˜ (gi) − c2sδρ˜(gi) = δP˜ − c2sδρ˜
= δ(Pe−2
√
2κ
3
φ)− c2sδ(ρe−2
√
2κ
3
φ)
= e−2
√
2κ
3
φ(δP − c2sδρ) + 2
√
2κ
3
e−2
√
2κ
3
φ(c2sρ− P )δφ
= e−2
√
2κ
3
φ(δP (gi) − c2sδρ(gi)) + 2
√
2κ
3
e−2
√
2κ
3
φ(c2sρ− P )δφ
= 2
√
2κ
3
ρ˜(c2s − ω)δφ , (31)
showing that for a single barotropic fluid (where ω = c2s) whose equation of state is given
by Eq. (9) in the Jordan frame one must have δP˜ (gi) − c2sδρ˜(gi) = 0 in the Einstein frame.
Before we proceed to formulate the scalar cosmological perturbation in the Jordan
and Einstein frames it is pertinent to elucidate the nature of gauge choices and their
relationship with conformal transformations. If we apply synchronous gauge in Jordan
frame, one should impose χ = B = 0. It can be noted that although B˜ = B = 0 in
Einstein frame, χ˜ does not vanish. So the definition of synchronous gauge is not the same
in both frames.
In the spatially-flat gauge, in Jordan frame, one has to impose χ = E = 0. From
Eq. (26) it is seen that χ˜ does not vanish in Einstein frame. Consequently the spatially-
flat gauge is also not conformally invariant.
Only in the longitudinal gauge, where one imposes B = E = 0 in the Jordan frame,
one obtains B˜ = E˜ = 0 in Einstein frame. The longitudinal gauge remains invariant
under the conformal transformation connecting the Jordan frame and the Einstein frame.
Hence we will use longitudinal gauge in the present article from here on.
3.1 Scalar perturbations in the Jordan frame
In the domain of linear perturbations, the scalar perturbed FLRW metric has two gauge
invariant degrees of freedom. In the longitudinal gauge this can be expressed as,
ds2 = a2(η)
[−(1 + 2Φ)dη2 + (1− 2Ψ)δijdxidxj] (32)
Here Φ and Ψ are the two gauge invariant perturbation degrees of freedom, also called
the Bardeen potentials. The, 00, ii, ij − th(i 6= j) elements of the linearized perturbed
Einstein equation in the Fourier space are [30]:
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Figure 1: Evolution of Φ with η through
symmetric bounce, calculated directly in Jor-
dan frame, where Φ(0) = 0.0001, Φ′(0) =
0,Ψ(0) = 0.0002,Ψ′(0) = 0.
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Figure 2: Evolution of Ψ with η through
symmetric bounce, calculated directly in Jor-
dan frame, where Ψ(0) = 0.0002, Ψ′(0) =
0,Φ(0) = 0.0001,Φ′(0) = 0.
F [−k2(Φ + Ψ)− 3H(Φ′ + Ψ′) + (3H′ − 6H2)Φ− 3H′Ψ]
+F ′(−9HΦ + 3HΨ− 3Ψ′) = κa2δρ , (33)
F [Φ′′ + 3H(Φ′ + ψ′) + 3H′ + (H′ + 2H2)Ψ] + F ′(3HΦ−HΨ + 3Φ′)
+F ′′(3Φ−Ψ) = c2sκa2δP , (34)
Φ−Ψ− 2FR
a2F
[3Ψ′′ + 6(H′ +H2)Φ + 3H(Φ′ + 3Ψ′)− k2(Φ− 2Ψ)] = 0 , (35)
where FR = dF/dR. If there is only a single matter component present, the perturbation
in the matter sector can be assumed to be adiabatic, so that the sound velocity can be
defined as done in the beginning of this section. Using Eq. (33) and (34), we can write
(1 + F )
[
Φ′′ + Ψ′′ + 3H(1 + c2s)(Φ′ + Ψ′) + c2s(k2 + 6H2)Φ + 3H′(1− c2s)Φ +H′(1 + c2s)Ψ
+ (2H2 + c2sk2)Ψ
]
+ F ′[H(1 + 3c2s)(Φ− 3Ψ) + 3Φ′ + 3c2sΨ′] + F ′′(3Φ−Ψ) = 0 . (36)
Eq. (35) and (36) can be solved numerically to get the solutions Φ and Ψ. In the present
article we will exclusively work with exponential gravity [16] where the form of f(R) is
given as
f(R) =
1
α
exp (αR) , (37)
where α = 1012 for phenomenological reasons, it sets the energy scale of bounce. In the
present work all the values of dimensional constants (as α) or variables (as H, η, and
others) will be represented in Planck units. To go back to mass units one has to multiply
the appropriate variables by suitable power of Planck mass expressed in GeV units. We
choose exponential gravity as in this case the gravitational theory does not have any
instabilities, as because with α > 0 we have
F > 0 , FR > 0 .
The issues about instability in this kind of theory is discussed in [16].
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 shows the evolution of Φ(k, η) and Ψ(k, η) for k = 10−10 for a
particular background evolution. The values of the perturbations at the bouncing time,
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Figure 3: Evolution of scale factor with η
through asymmetric bounce
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Figure 4: Evolution of Hubble parameter
with η through asymmetric bounce
used to plot the figures, are specified on the figure captions. The bouncing time is η =
0. For the background we have chosen radiation where ω = 1/3. The bounce in the
background is shown in Fig. 3 and the behavior of the Hubble parameter near the bounce is
shown in Fig. 4. To obtain the the background solutions we have initially solved the system
of equations as specified in the initial part of section 2 in Jordan frame. The analysis is
done in coordinate time. Later the result is transformed to conformal time. The conditions
used to produce the bouncing background solution are, H(0) = 0, H′(0) = 6.8 × 10−14
and H′′ = 0. The background evolution shown specifies a symmetric bounce. In all the
calculations of bounce we have normalized the scale-factor in the Jordan frame in such
a way that a(0) = 1. The plots show the nature of the background evolution. One can
also choose the bounce in the background to be asymmetric. In this case the conditions
at η = 0 remains the same as before (as in the symmetric case) except that H′′(0) 6= 0.
The asymmetry in the background evolution can be generated from an infinitesimal value
of the second time derivative of the Hubble parameter as H′′(0) = 8.2 × 10−21. The
perturbation evolution in an asymmetric background in the Jordan frame are plotted
in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. To evaluate the dynamics of the perturbations the values of the
perturbations are now not specified at η = 0 but at η = −106. The reason for choosing
a separate time instant for plotting the asymmetric bounce results will become clear
when we analyze the case of asymmetric bounces in the Einstein frame. In the present
case Φ(−106) = 0.7, Ψ(−106) = 0.9 and Φ′(−106) = Ψ′(−106) = 0 and the plots show
perturbation evolution for k = 10−10. The plots of the perturbation evolution in the
Jordan frame are visibly continuous and smooth. We will see later that if we try to get
these results from the Einstein frame calculation we will hit localized singularities.
In the next section we will try to recast the problem in the Einstein frame. A part
of this calculation was incompletely done in an earlier publication [13] where the authors
disregarded the velocity potential of the fluid in the Einstein frame. In the present work
we complete and rectify the previous calculation.
3.2 Einstein frame
In Einstein frame the scalar perturbation in the longitudinal gauge is given as
ds˜2 = a˜2(η)
[
−(1 + 2Φ˜)dη2 + (1− 2Ψ˜)δijdxidxj
]
. (38)
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Figure 5: Evolution of Φ with η through
asymmetric bounce, calculated directly in
Jordan frame
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Figure 6: Evolution of Ψ with η through
asymmetric bounce, calculated directly in
Jordan frame
In Einstein frame the gravitational theory is essentially GR and the energy-momentum
tensor of the hydrodynamic matter and the scalar field are both diagonal, it is easy to
check from the ij − th(i 6= j) component of the perturbed field equation that
Φ˜ = Ψ˜ . (39)
This is different from the behavior of the above quantities in the Jordan frame, because
the energy-momentum tensor of the existing matter component being diagonal does not
necessarily implies the equality of the two Bardeen potentials in a higher derivative gravity
theory. This is a good instance where switching to the Einstein frame makes things easier.
The Jordan frame Bardeen potentials can be recovered from the Einstein frame Bardeen
potential as follows [28],
Φ = −2
3
(
F 2
F ′a
)[( a
F
)
Φ˜
]′
, Ψ =
2
3
(
1
FF ′a
)
(aF 2Φ˜)′ . (40)
Later it will be shown that these connecting formulae breaks down in the case of asym-
metric bounce in the Jordan frame.
As the velocity potential cannot be in general neglected when treating the scalar
metric perturbations we rewrite the perturbation equations using this new information.
Perturbed Einstein tensor components are:
δG00 =
2
a˜2
[−3H˜(H˜Φ˜ + Φ˜′) +∇2Φ˜] , (41)
δG0i =
2
a˜2
[
Φ˜′ + H˜Φ˜
]
,i
, (42)
δGij = −
2
a˜2
[(2H˜′ + H˜2)Φ˜ + 3H˜Φ˜′ + Φ˜′′]δij . (43)
Here a partial derivative with spatial coordinates is specified with the comma followed
by a Latin alphabet. Perturbed energy-momentum tensor components for hydrodynamic
matter are [28]:
δT˜ 00 = δρ˜ , (44)
δT˜ 0i = (ρ˜+ P˜ )a˜
−1δu˜i = −(ρ˜+ P˜ )a˜−1∂iU˜ , (45)
δT˜ ij = −δP˜ δij . (46)
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The quantity U˜ is the velocity potential given by δu˜i = −∂iU˜ + v˜i. Here v˜i is is the pure
vector part of the fluid velocity perturbation in the Einstein. The perturbed scalar field
energy momentum tensor components are:
δS00 = a
−2
(
−φ′2Φ˜ + φ′δφ′ + a˜2V,φδφ
)
, (47)
δS0i = a
−2φ′δφ,i , (48)
δSij = −a−2
(
−Φ˜φ′2 + φ′δφ′ − a˜2V,φδφ
)
δij . (49)
A derivative with respect to φ is specified by a comma followed by φ in the subscript.
Using the results we can write the perturbed Einstein equations as:
−3H˜(H˜Φ˜ + Φ˜′) +∇2Φ˜ = κ
2
(
a˜2δρ˜− φ′2Φ˜ + φ′δφ′ + a˜2V,φδφ
)
, (50)
(2H˜′ + H˜2)Φ˜ + Φ˜′′ + 3H˜Φ˜′ = κ
2
(
a˜2δP˜ − Φ˜φ′2 + φ′δφ′ − a˜2V,φδφ
)
, (51)
κ
2
[
φ′δφ− a˜(ρ˜+ p˜)U˜
]
= Φ˜′ + H˜Φ˜ . (52)
Multiplying the first of the above set of equations by c2s and subtracting from the second
one yields,
Φ˜′′ − c2s∇2Φ˜ +
(
2H˜′ + H˜2
)
Φ˜ + 3H˜Φ˜′ + 3c2sH˜
(
H˜Φ˜ + Φ˜′
)
= −κ
2
Φ˜φ′2
(
1− c2s
)
+
κ
2
φ′(1− c2s)δφ′ −
κa˜2
2
V,φ(1 + c
2
s)δφ . (53)
This is one equation which gives the dynamics of the perturbed potential Φ˜ in the Einstein
frame. The scalar field perturbation is linked with the above dynamics. We require more
equations for uniquely solving the perturbation evolutions.
The other equation comes from perturbing the Klein-Gordon equation as:
˜φ− V,φ + 1√−g˜
∂LM
∂φ
= 0 , (54)
where ˜ ≡ D˜µD˜µ, D˜µ being the covariant derivative in the Einstein frame. Here LM
specifies the Lagrangian of the hydrodynamic fluid. Using the following fact we can write
down the last term on the left hand side of the above equation,
∂LM
∂φ
=
∂LM
∂gµν
∂gµν
∂φ
=
1
F (φ)
∂LM
∂g˜µν
∂(F (φ)g˜µν)
∂φ
.
Using the standard definition of the matter energy momentum tensor
T˜µν = − 2√−g˜
∂LM
∂g˜µν
,
we can write,
∂LM
∂φ
= −
√
−g˜ F,φ
2F
g˜µνT˜µν = −
√
−g˜ F,φ
2F
T˜ ,
where T˜ is the trace of the energy-momentum tensor in the Einstein frame. In metric
f(R) cosmology it is always,
F,φ
2F
=
√
κ
6
,
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Figure 7: Evolution of Φ˜ with η through a
symmetric bounce in the background.
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Figure 8: Evolution of δφ with η through a
symmetric bounce in the background.
and consequently Eq. (54) becomes
D˜µD˜µφ− V,φ −
√
κ
6
T˜ = 0 . (55)
Perturbing the terms in the Klein-Gordon equation, without the matter coupling term,
one gets
δ(D˜µD˜µφ− V,φ) = −a˜−2
[
δφ′′ + 2H˜δφ′ −∇2δφ− 4φ′Φ˜′ + a˜2V,φφδφ+ 2a˜2V,φΦ˜
−2a˜2
√
κ
6
(1− 3c2s)Φ˜ρ˜
]
, (56)
where we have used the background Klein-Gordon equation for the scalar field in the
Einstein frame. The perturbation of the matter coupling term gives
δT˜ = δg˜µνT˜µν + g˜
µνδT˜µν = −(1− 3c2s)δρ˜ . (57)
Combining the results the perturbed Klein-Gordon equation gives,
δφ′′ + 2H˜δφ′ −∇2δφ− 4φ′Φ˜′ + a˜2V,φφδφ+ 2a˜2V,φΦ˜− 2a˜2
√
κ
6
(1− 3c2s)Φ˜ρ˜
− a˜2
√
κ
6
(1− 3c2s)δρ˜ = 0 . (58)
Using the expression of δρ˜ from Eq. (50) we can write the above equation as
δφ′′ −∇2φ+ 2Φ˜a˜2V,φ +
√
κ
6
(1− 3c2s)
(
− φ′2 − 2a˜2ρ˜+ 6H˜
2
κ
)
Φ˜
− 2
√
κ
6
(1− 3c2s)
∇2Φ˜
κ
−
[
4φ′ −
√
κ
6
(1− 3c2s)
6H˜2
κ
]
Φ˜′
+
[
V,φφ +
√
κ
6
(1− 3c2s)V,φ
]
a˜2δφ+
[
2H˜ +
√
κ
6
(1− 3c2s)φ′
]
δφ′ = 0 . (59)
One can now solve solve Eq. (59) and Eq. (53) simultaneously and obtain the evolution of Φ˜
and δφ. These are the general results related to evolution of scalar metric perturbations
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Figure 10: Evolution of Ψ with η through
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in the Einstein frame reported for the first time in this paper, next we will apply the
formalism in the case of a background exponential bounce. For the particular f(R) model
as chosen in Eq. (37) the scalar field potential V (φ) is given by:
V (φ) =
1
2κα
(√2κ
3
φ− 1
)
e−
√
2κ
3
φ , (60)
where α = 1012. The above equations are important results reported for the first time in
this paper.
3.2.1 Using the Einstein frame to model symmetric bounces in the Jordan
frame
We can choose the conditions in the Einstein frame variables in such a way so that
the dynamics produces a symmetric bounce in the Jordan frame. We will choose the
conditions in the Einstein frame so that we can reproduce the results of the symmetric
bounce in the Jordan frame as presented in the previous subsection, modulo some small
numerical error which arises in the program to convert the result from Einstein frame to
Jordan frame. In the Einstein frame we choose φ(0) = 0.1, φ′(0) = 0 for the symmetric
bounce background. For the perturbations we use Φ˜(0) = 0.00015, Φ˜′(0) = 0, δφ(0) =
.00002 and δφ′(0) = 0. The above set of values are not chosen randomly, they are chosen
in such a way such that they reproduce the analogous conditions at η = 0 imposed
in Jordan frame perturbation calculations for the symmetric bounce, presented in the
previous subsection. The background cosmological evolution is guided by the equations
given at the last part of subsection 2.1. The background evolution was specified in terms
of coordinate time in the Einstein frame and we use the same equations to produce
the background dynamics. After the background dynamics is done in coordinate time
we map the results to conformal time so that the background calculation matches with
perturbation dynamics results presented in this subsection. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 shows the
evolution of Φ˜ and δφ in the Einstein frame for a symmetric cosmological bounce in the
background Jordan frame. One can now use the relations given in Eq. (40) to convert the
perturbations from the Einstein frame to the Jordan frame. We expect that the results
so obtained will closely match with the results obtained by the perturbation dynamics
calculations done in the Jordan frame as plotted in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The results are
plotted in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. We see that our results do match to a great extent, the slight
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mismatch results from the numerical techniques utilized in calculating the background and
perturbation dynamics in the two separate frames.
3.2.2 Using the Einstein frame to model asymmetric bounces in the Jordan
frame
If we consider an asymmetric bounce, we see that the nature of the scalar perturbations
calculated from the two frames do not match with each other. This fact was partially noted
in Ref. [13], in the present article we fully specify the gravity of the situation. At first we
point out the most important difference between perturbation dynamics for the symmetric
and asymmetric bounce case. In the case of an asymmetric bounce in the Jordan frame
we can smoothly plot the perturbations Φ, Ψ in the Jordan frame as shown in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6 or Φ˜, δφ in the Einstein frame as shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. In this paper all the
calculations of the perturbation dynamics is done for the Fourier mode k = 10−10. The
asymmetric bounce in the Jordan frame can be obtained from an Einstein frame cosmology
where φ(0) = 0.1 and φ′(0) = 10−8. These values corresponds to the values for H′ and H′′
applied in the Jordan frame to produce an asymmetric bounce. To plot the perturbations
in the Einstein frame we have used the conditions Φ˜(−106) = 0.8, Φ˜′(−106) = 0 and
δφ(−106) = 0.05, δφ′(−106) = 0. These values match with the analogous conditions used
to plot the scalar perturbations in the case of an asymmetric bounce in the Jordan frame as
shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. In the Einstein frame Φ˜ becomes marginally non-perturbative
after for η > 0 but the actual Jordan frame scalar perturbations remain perturbative
within the time period of our interest. The marginal non-perturbative behavior in the
Einstein frame do not posit any cosmological problem as far as the bounce in the Jordan
frame is considered. The interesting feature of the asymmetric bounce appears when one
tries to calculate the Jordan frame perturbation evolution using the Einstein frame results
via the use of the relations in Eq. (40). Using the relations in Eq. (40) one obtains the
Jordan frame results shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. The results do not match with the
expected result as obtained in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The transformation from the Einstein
frame to the Jordan frame produces unavoidable singularities. The singularities arise in
the case of an asymmetric bounce due to the reason that F ′ = 0 for some η 6= 0 in the
time period of our interest, making the relations in Eq. (40) singular. For symmetric
bounces one has F ′(0) = a′(0) = Φ˜(0) = 0 and the singularity disappears in the η → 0
limit in Eq. (40) as both the numerator and denominator tends to vanish at the same time
instant. The point was partially discussed in [13]. In the present case the singularities lie
near η = 0 and so the Jordan frame potentials blow up near η = 0 when we apply the
transformations in Eq. (40) to the Einstein frame results. If the conditions used to plot
the perturbations were applied at η = 0 (in both the frames) then the blowing up of the
potentials near η = 0 distorts the values of Φ and Ψ obtained far from η = 0. In this case it
is better to use initial conditions at η = −106, which is much further from the singularities
encountered in the transformations. Before we finish this discussion we must point out
that the singularities shown in the perturbation evolutions in the asymmetric case are
not real singularities but an artefact of using a conformal frame which is not suitable to
tackle asymmetric bounces. As a consequence our results show that the Einstein frame
can be used to calculate most of the properties of a symmetric cosmological bounce in the
Jordan frame including the scalar perturbation evolution. In this case the Einstein frame
actually serves as an auxiliary conformal frame where the calculations can be done and the
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calculated directly in Einstein frame.
results can be converted back to the Jordan frame. On the other hand for an asymmetric
bounce the Einstein frame can act as a true auxiliary frame for the background evolution
but fails to reproduce the scalar perturbation dynamics in the Jordan frame. This fact is
of paramount importance showing that the Jordan frame is the natural choice for scalar
metric perturbation dynamics.
3.2.3 Evolution of velocity potential in both the frames
We omitted the equation involving fluid velocity potential in the Jordan frame as the
potential can be calculated from the Einstein frame itself. After showing that the scalar
perturbations can be correctly calculated from the Einstein frame we directly use the
Einstein frame to predict the nature of the fluid velocity potential in the Jordan frame.
In the Einstein frame Eq. (52) can be used to predict the evolution of the velocity potential
U˜ . Once the evolution U˜ is known one can convert the result to the Jordan frame to opine
on the behavior of U . We have T˜ µν = T
µ
ν /F
2 and consequently
δT˜ 0i =
δT 0i
F 2
− 2δT
0
i
F 3
.
As T 0i = 0 and the form of δT˜
0
i (or δT
0
i ) can be obtained from the form of Eq. (45) we
can write
(ρ˜+ P˜ )a˜−1∂iU˜ =
(ρ+ P )a−1∂iU
F 2
,
which yields
U˜ =
√
FU . (61)
The above equation shows how the velocity potentials in the two conformal frames are
related to each other. The plots of the velocity potentials for a symmetric bounce in
the background is shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16. In Fig. 15 we plot the nature of the
velocity potential in the Einstein frame for k = 10−10 and for the background and the
perturbations we have used the same conditions used to generate a symmetric bounce in
the previous part of this subsection. The next plot in Fig. 16 shows the corresponding
nature of the velocity potential in the Jordan frame obtained from the the Einstein frame
picture.
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asymmetric bounce in the Jordan frame ob-
tained from the results in the Einstein frame.
4 Vector perturbations in f (R) cosmology
In this section we will specialize on vector metric perturbations and try to see how these
perturbations evolve in f(R) cosmology. In GR based bouncing models of cosmology the
metric vector perturbation is bound to grow in the contracting phase of the universe [25].
But such a behavior is not in general true in f(R) bouncing models as we will see below.
The behavior of vector perturbations in f(R) cosmology is modulated by the behavior of
F (R) which can keep the vector perturbations under tight control.
In the Jordan frame the metric is written as
gµν = a
2(η)
[
−1 Si
Si δij −Qi,j −Qj,i
]
,
and
gµν =
1
a2(η)
[
−1 Si
Si δij +Qi,j +Qj,i
]
,
where Si and Qi ate 3-vectors satisfying the constraint Si,i = Q
i
,i = 0. The metric in the
Einstein frame is given in an identical way except that a˜, S˜i and Q˜i,j appear instead of a,
Si and Qi,j. More over the metric perturbations remain the same in both the conformal
frames. In the Jordan frame the relevant quantities calculated from the metric given
above are:
R00 = −3H′ , R0i = (H′ + 2H2)Si − 1
2
∇Si , (62)
where ∇ ≡ ∂j∂j, and
Rij = (H′ + 2H2)δij − 1
2
(S ′i,j + S
′
j,i)−H(Si,j + Sj,i)
− (H′ + 2H2)(Qi,j +Qj,i)−H(Q′i,j +Q′j,i)−
1
2
(Q′′i,j +Q
′′
j,i) . (63)
The Ricci tensor remains unchanged:
R = 6
(H˙ +H2)
a2
, (64)
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as δR = 0. The perturbed Einstein tensor components are
δG00 = 0 , δG
0
i =
1
2a2
∇Si , (65)
and
δGij = −
1
2a2
(S ′i,j + S
′ i
j, )−
H(Si,j + S ij, )
a2
− 1
2a2
(Q′′i ,j +Q
′′ i
j, )−
H(Q′i,j +Q′ ij, )
a2
, (66)
where in our convention, Gµν = Rµν − (1/2)gµνR, and, δGµν = δ(gµαGαν) = δgµαGαν +
gµαδGαν . The field equation in f(R) theory is [23]:
Gµν =
κTµν
F (R)
+
gµν [f(R)−RF (R)]
2F (R)
+
DµDνF (R)− gµνF (R)
F (R)
, (67)
where DµA
ν ≡ ∂µAν + ΓνµλAλ represents a covariant derivative of a contravariant 4-vector
Aµ and  ≡ gµνDµDν . Perturbing the above field equation one obtains
δGµν =
κδT µν
F
− κT
µ
ν FRδR
F 2
− δ
µ
ν fFRδR
2F 2
− [D
µDνF − δµνF ]FRδR
F 2(R)
+
1
F
[
δgµα(∂α∂νF − Γλαν∂λF ) + gµα
(
∂α∂ν(FRδR)− δΓλαν∂λF − Γλαν∂λ(FRδR)
)
− δµν (∂λ∂λ(FRδR) + δΓλρλgρκ(∂κF ) + Γλρλδgρκ(∂κF ) + Γλρλgρκ∂κ(FRδR))] . (68)
For further progress we require the perturbed fluid energy-momentum tensor in the Jordan
frame, whose background value is specified in Eq. (8). In our convention we specify
uµ = −a(1, vi) where the scale-factor is expressed in conformal time and δui ≡ −avi. In
such a case one can easily see that uµ = a−1(1,−Si− vi). By perturbing Eq. (8) one gets
the non-zero components of T µν in the absence of any anisotropic stress:
δT 0i = −(ρ+ P )vi , δT i0 = (ρ+ P )(Si + vi) , (69)
where ρ and P are the background values of the thermodynamic variables. From the
above set of equations one can write the dynamical equations for the perturbations as
1
2a2
∇P i = − κ
F
(ρ+ P )vi , (70)
1
2a2
∂η
[
a2(P i,j + P
i
j, )
]
= − F
′
2F
(P i,j + P
i
j, ) , (71)
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are the same as in the previous plot.
where
Si +Q′i ≡ P i (72)
is a gauge-invariant quantity. Henceforth we will work in the Newtonian gauge where
Qi = 0. One can easily check that in the limit when f(R) = R the above equations
become identical to the equations for vector perturbations obtained in [25].
In the Newtonian gauge the solutions of the above equations, in the Fourier space
where the subscript k specifies the kth mode, are
vik =
k2F
2a2κ(ρ+ P )
Sik (73)
and
Sik =
Cik
a2F
(74)
where Cik is a constant 3-vector. Combining the above equations we get an expression for
the Fourier mode of velocity perturbation as:
vik ∼
k2Cik
a1−3ω
. (75)
In GR, in contracting phase of the universe, the vector metric perturbation increases
as the scale-factor decreases. This growth of perturbations could pose a fundamental
threat to the validity of perturbation theory. But, in f(R) theory, the evolution of vector
perturbation depends on the term a2F (R). The behavior of F (R) in general affects the
evolution of the vector perturbations in metric f(R) cosmology.
In this paper we work with exponential gravity where the form of f(R) is given in
Eq. (37) where α = 1012. The metric perturbation Sik and velocity perturbation v
i
k
for k = 10−10, for a radiation dominated universe where ω = 1/3, have been plotted
for a symmetric cosmological bounce in the background in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18. The
conditions used for the background evolution for the symmetric bounce remains the same
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tion v˜ik with η through a symmetric bounce
in the Jordan frame, calculated from Einstein
frame.
as specified in subsection 3.1. The plots clearly show that in f(R) cosmology the vector
perturbations remains practically the same through the non-singular bounce. More over
the metric vector perturbation slightly diminishes during the contracting phase where as
in GR the vector perturbation only increases during the contracting phase. Consequently
f(R) cosmology can moderate the growth of vector perturbations, a fact perhaps noted
for the first time in this paper.
In the Einstein frame analysis of vector perturbations, the field equation is:
R˜µν −
1
2
δµν R˜ = κ(T˜
µ
ν + S
µ
ν ) . (76)
In the Einstein frame the effective energy-momentum tensor is T˜ µν + S
µ
ν where S
µ
ν is the
energy momentum tensor of a scalar field. T˜ µν is the Einstein frame counterpart of T
µ
ν . As
the scalar field does not produce any vector perturbations only the fluid perturbations,
coming from T˜ µν contribute on the right hand side of the perturbed Einstein equation.
Consequently the vector perturbation equations in Einstein frame are:
1
2a˜2
∇S˜i = −κ(ρ˜+ P˜ )v˜i , and ∂η
[
a˜2(S˜i,j + S˜
i
j, )
]
= 0 , (77)
where we have used the results from [25]. Solving these equations we get
S˜ik =
C˜ik
a˜2
, (78)
which shows that S˜ik = S
i
k when C˜
i
k = C
i
k. In the present case we have chosen C
i
k =
0.00015. We plot the vector perturbations for a bouncing cosmology from the Einstein
frame in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 for k = 10−10. The background conditions applied to obtain
the results remain the same as those used to plot the scalar metric perturbations in
subsection 3.2.1. The plots obtained from the Jordan frame and from the Einstein frame
are similar and validates the point that the perturbations can be calculated from both
the frames. This calculation shows that one can always use the Einstein frame for the
calculation for vector perturbations as the calculations are really easy in the Einstein
frame.
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5 Discussion and conclusion
The present paper deals with metric perturbations in a bouncing cosmology guided by
f(R) theory of gravity. Scalar and vector metric perturbations during bounce in exponen-
tial gravity have been presented in this paper. The cosmological bounce takes place in the
Jordan frame. The principle which this paper establishes is that the Einstein frame can
be used for most of the calculations as far as metric perturbations are concerned except in
the case of asymmetric bounce. The scalar perturbations have been calculated in the lon-
gitudinal gauge as this gauge choice remains invariant under a conformal transformation
relating the Jordan frame and the Einstein frame. In the case of the vector perturbations
the metric perturbations remain the same in both the frames and one can work with any
gauge one wishes to. In the present paper we have worked with the Newtonian gauge. The
metric perturbation theory in f(R) cosmology has rarely been tackled in the conformally
related Einstein frame. While the background evaluation of bouncing cosmologies can
efficiently be calculated in the Einstein frame the perturbations on the metric and fluid
variables can also be calculated in the Einstein frame where we expect the gravitational
theory to be like GR with an extra scalar field. In a previous calculation the authors tried
to calculate the scalar perturbations in a bouncing scenario using the Einstein frame [13]
but did not take into account the fluid perturbations. Hence the earlier calculations were
incomplete. In this paper the full calculation of the scalar perturbations in the Einstein
frame are presented for the first time. The perturbation calculations are general although
in the present case the results are applied for the particular case of a cosmological bounce
in the Jordan frame. All the results presented in this paper is for an exponential f(R)
gravity theory which satisfies the basic stability conditions. The matter content of the
universe was always assumed to be radiation fluid as these is the most general fluid which
plays an important role in the very early universe.
In the present paper the critical role of the Einstein frame in aiding the calculations of
Jordan frame phenomena in f(R) gravity is studied in full detail. The paper establishes
that the Einstein frame can be a used for the background evolutions for all the cases in the
Jordan frame and also for perturbation evolution of many cases in f(R) gravity except the
particular case of asymmetrical bounce in the Jordan frame where one cannot transform
the scalar metric perturbation back to the Jordan frame. This particular problem is not
a physical problem as shown in the present paper. The perturbations evolve smoothly in
both the Jordan frame calculation and Einstein frame calculation. The problem arises in
the connecting formulae which connect the Jordan frame perturbations with the Einstein
frame perturbation. The paper presents the calculations of perturbations separately in
both the conformal frames and then connects the results to show the validity of the
Einstein frame results. The nature of the variation of the fluid velocity potential in the
Jordan frame is also presented in the paper.
The next part of the present paper deals with the evolution of vector perturbations
during a non-singular bounce in f(R) gravity. This calculation shows that for vector
perturbations one can actually use the Einstein frame for all the cases and the calculations
do become much easier in the Einstein frame. The vector perturbations remains the same
in both the frames and no singularity appears anywhere in the description of vector
perturbations from the Einstein frame. In GR based cosmological models it was shown
that one expects the vector perturbations to be increasing during the contracting phase.
For a singular bounce the vector perturbations can diverge during the bounce. In the
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present paper we have only studied non-singular bounce in exponential gravity and the
results regarding the evolution of vector perturbations during such a phase are interesting.
In this case the vector perturbations practically remains constant during the bouncing
phase showing stability of the perturbation modes. One can expect that in the deep
expansion phase of the universe this vector modes do get diluted. There has been studies
on magnetic field generation in the early universe and the nature of vector perturbations,
we expect the specific nature of the evolution of vector perturbations in the present case
can have interesting consequences for magnetogenesis.
The question of tensor perturbation in general f(R) gravity and in particular related
to bouncing scenarios has not been presented in the paper. Tensor perturbations will
be taken up in a future publication as there are various interesting issues related to
primordial tensor perturbations which require separate and thorough investigation. The
present work presupposes that the earlier universe (much before the bouncing time) and
the later universe (much later than the bouncing time) were guided by a theory of gravity
like GR which gets effectively modified to exponential gravity in the high curvature limit
near the bounce. The change over from GR to f(R) is non-trivial and will require new
physics. The perturbation modes earlier and later than the bounce are expected to follow
standard cosmological dynamics obtained from GR. In this process our main aim is to
show how the perturbation modes evolve during the bouncing time. It is shown that the
perturbation modes can solely be tackled from the accompanying, conformally connected
Einstein frame for most of the cases. The perturbation modes which have been studied
remain perturbative throughout the bounce, but this does not comprehensively specify
that all the perturbations are stable. The vector perturbations should be stable for all
initial values but it is very difficult to generalize the statement for scalar perturbations for
all initial values of the perturbations. There may remain some modes with specific initial
conditions which tend to become non-perturbative near the bounce. In such cases one
has to bring in new physics to settle the issue of perturbative instability. While our work
does not prove perturbative stability in the most general way it definitely shows how the
stable perturbations evolve near the bounce.
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